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American and Russian Space Shuttles were equipped with 
vertically unfolded split-rudders (NASA, 2007) function-
ing as air-brakes during landing approach and run. Never-
theless, large-scale adoption of the posterior/tail-mounted 
air-brakes and foldable split-rudders as supplementary 
air-brakes have proven to be impractical for aircraft of 
conventional configuration because of control system 
complication and tail section overweighting. In addition, 
fuselage-mounted dorsal air-brakes require an unavailable 
installation volume and lead to increase fuselage drag dur-
ing cruise flight (Mertol, 2008). 

Multi-functionalization of the existing pitch and yaw 
sectioned control surfaces of wide-body long-haul aircraft 
such as A380-800, B747-400, B747-8i, and Il96-300 etc. to 
execute air-brake function can be an alternative promising 
solution for shortening landing run especially consider-
ing the current availability of its required system compo-
nents, which will overcome the aforementioned disadvan-
tages. Therefore, some future aircraft concepts similar to 
BWB (Liebeck, 2004; Ba Zuhair, 2018) are considering 
integration of split drag-rudders, split drag-elevons, and 
split drag-flaps with the design of future aircraft control 
systems. 

In this context, a new aerodynamic method-based 
application is being developed to achieve short landing 
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Introduction 

Improvement of take-off and landing characteristics of 
wide-body transport aircraft remains one of the prior-
itized tasks whose innovative solution will increase profit-
ability per flight. In general, particular interest is dedicated 
to shorten take-off and landing phases for achieving less 
fuel burn and noise as well as preserving urban resources 
by minimizing runway lengths and airport areas. 

Short landing can be performed by implementing 
three methods: aerodynamic, mechanical, and thrust vec-
toring. Mechanical method utilizes landing gear braking 
system to utilize friction for aircraft deceleration, while 
thrust vectoring is using thrust reversers for some back-
ward reaction force generation. Aerodynamic method 
as the most widespread is based on the full deployment 
of high-lift devices, namely, air-brakes and lift-dumpers 
in addition to various types of conventional and uncon-
ventional spoilers (Mertol, 2008). Besides, posterior/tail-
mounted and fuselage-mounted dorsal air-brakes were 
applied, for instance, in Buccaneer and passenger aircraft 
BAE-146 (Jung, 2012). The application of sectioned con-
trol surfaces for drag increase during landing mode were 
previously introduced and implemented. For example, 
chord-wise split elevons designed for B-2 are used for 
quick deceleration and trim (Jung, 2012). In addition, both 
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by symmetrical deflection of SR and SE sections up to 
15–45o after touchdown, a procedure synchronized with 
the deployment of high-lift devices and thrust reversers. 
Preliminary computational analysis within the framework 
of this research showed landing run shortening of 5.6% 
when thrust reversers are on and 7.1% when the latter is 
off. During abnormal weather conditions, every increase 
of headwind speed by 1 m/s may contribute further short-
ening of ~2.5% (Bazuhair, 2018). As a conclusion, section-
ing rudder and elevator was introduced as effective inte-
grated air-brakes. However, untrimmed pitching, rolling, 
and yawing moments were discovered after full deflection 
of the SR and SE sections primarily created by the differ-
ent arm lengths of aerodynamic forces at each section of 
the said control surfaces on the corresponding HS and VS. 

In this work, all effort is devoted to investigate opera-
tional approaches capable of maintaining aircraft balance 
during a straight-line landing under standard weather 
conditions.

1. CFD simulation and validation

Geometric and aerodynamic inputs for the numerical 
study to solve the stability and trim mathematical equa-
tions were imported from the computational analysis of the 
Russian aircraft Il-86. Firstly, a three-dimensional model 
for of Il-86 with landing configuration was designed in 
SOLIDWORKS-2016 based on data from (Bekhtir, 1991), 
and further simulated using the built-in Flow Simulation 
package with k-ɛ intensity and length turbulence model 
code (Alyamovsky, 2012). Flow Simulation is a software 
fully integrated in SOLIDWORKS for computing fluid 

(gas or liquid) flows inside and outside SOLIDWORKS 
models, as well as heat transfer to (from, between, in) 
these models due to convection, radiation, and conduc-
tion with a proved CFD technology based on solving 
RANS equations (Dassualt-Systems, 2015). Structured 
mesh statistics, simulation settings and validation results 
were detailed in (Bazuhair, 2018). Related initial condi-
tions include Vl set at 77.87 m/s and Re = 40.6×106 in 
stable atmospheric medium and standard runway surface 
conditions recommended for numerical and experimental 
tests (Federal Aviation Administration [FAA], 2018). Vali-
dation graph of CDα and CLα obtained by the simulation 
and Il-86 test flights shows sufficiently valid results around 
the interested αd =+3° governing post-touchdown landing 
trajectory, see Figure 1.

2. Numerical analysis and discussion

Further analysis utilizes a mathematical model with geo-
metrical and aerodynamic variables and constants indexed 
in accordance with the general form (j. k) explained as 
follows: “j” stands for tail part, i.e. elevator (symbolized 
as – e.) or rudder (symbolized as  – r.), while “k” refers 
to the location of the attached control surface section to 
“j” with respect to the horizontal axis Ox of aircraft-body 
coordinate system, where: right/left – r/l, root/tip – r/t, 
and lower/upper – l/u. For example, the index “r.rr” be-
low r.rrA  is read as: “area of the right root sections of SR”, 
see notions for additional examples. Calculations are run 
assuming these design parameters and operational con-
siderations:

1. Equal areas of SE and SR sections. Therefore, 
= =e.rk e.lk e0.25A A A , and = =r.u r.l r0.5A A A ;

2. ymmetrical deflection angles δ .j k  of SE and SR 
sections. Accordingly, δ = −δr.l r.u , similarly δ = −δe.kr e.kt , 

where  δ = δ ∈ 
 

r.u e.kt 0 ,  45 ;
3. Landing is performed on flat concrete runway at 

standard atmospheric conditions with functional engines, 
i.e. zero-sideslip angle.

For analysis simplification, the investigated un-
steady motion of aircraft is assumed to occur on three or 
more contact points with runway surface within a time-
frame starting from touchdown to stop. Accordingly, air-
craft may be observed as a rigid body with applied aero-
dynamic and inertial forces including Lα, Dα , Wl , and 
T1j,2j with magnitude of nominal or reverse thrust mode 
values and relevant vector direction as well as Fn  and Fr.k 
along with the relevant Nn and Nr.k. Additionally, aerody-
namic forces Lj.k, Dj.k, and Zj.k from HS and VS, when SR 
and SE are symmetrically deflected are considered. Aero-
dynamic forces Lal and Dal created by slightly deflectable 
ailerons may be introduced. Products of each said con-
centrated and distributed forces multiplied by distances 
or force arms to the relevant local aerodynamic centers 
and GC form the static and control moments shown in 
Figure 2.Figure 1. Validation graph of the computed CDа and CLа 

against experimental data provided by (Bekhtir, 1991)
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Consequently, when neglecting deformation of tires 
and shock-absorber struts at the moment of touchdown 
body-axis moment equations can be written as sums of 
moment coefficients projected on Oxy ,Oxz, Oyz as depict-
ed in Figure 2:
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In general, design of sectioned control surfaces pro-
vides control system reliability enhancement and longitu-
dinal and directional controllability improvement at cruis-
ing speed (Bekhtir, 1991). Area of rudder and elevator 
usually is split in half to ensure an equal distribution of the 
spanwise structural loads on each section. 

Let us consider system of Eqs (1)–(3) for aircraft of a 
conventional landing configuration with respect to the de-
scribed parameters and considerations in assumptions (1–
3). Obviously, δ δ∆ = ∆ =e e 0x ym m  and ∑ ∑= = 0

xTy Tm m  
because of flow and thrust symmetry. Safe landing 
run stipulates three-point contact with runway, thus 

= =∑ ∑ 0Rx Rzm m  must be achieved. Only two degrees 
of motion freedom are permitted, i.e. forward along Ogxg 
of global coordinate system and yaw around Oy body-axis 

Figure 2. Forces influencing Il-86 during short landing run with symmetrically deflected SR and SE 
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coordinate system. Accordingly, Eqs (1)–(3) will be rewrit-
ten as follows:

δδ ∆
∆ δ − δ − =alr

r al w 0x x
Nm m z

Aq
; (4)

∆

δδ δ= δ + ∆ δ − δ −∑ aln r
n r al NRy y y y yFm m m m m ; (5)

∑

δ δδj

+ + − − − − −

+ δ + j+ δ + ∆ δ =
n w.m n w.m w.s

al er
w.s al r e 0.
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If δ = 

al 0  in Eqs (4–5), the created δ∆ r
xm  by arm 

length difference of Zr.k contributes an increase of the dy-
namic loads on the right-side shock-absorber strut press-
ing more on their tires, which is proportional to deflection 
angles δj.k of SR and SE as seen in Figures 3–4. 

Such periodic loadings negatively affect service life of 
tires. From Figure 2 (A) δ∆ r

xm  is determined as:

δ δδ∆ = δ − δr.u r.lr
r.u r.u r.u r.l r.l r.lx VS VSzVS zVSm C k n y C k n y , (7)

where = /VS VSk q q  and = =r.u r.l
r.u r.l,  A An nA A  

(Mkhitaryan et al., 2012). Also, =r.u r.ln n  according to 
the above-mentioned assumption (1). Considering motion 
with αd and landing speed Vl the parameter VSk  can be 
regarded equal along VS. When δ∆ <r 0xm  resulting in ΔN 
a slight leftward yaw may be observed, see Figure 6. For 

δ∆ >r 0xm  one observes the opposite. However, for safe 
and stable landing run pressure on wheel brakes should 
not exceed the levels approved by the manufacturer the 
braking system. In addition, excessive wear of brakes and 
one or more tires should be always avoided (FAA, 2018). 

Full deployment of air-brakes decelerates aircraft and 
significantly reduces effectiveness of its control surfaces 
including SR and SE as exemplified in Figure 5. Numerical 
solution of Eq. (5) reveals the trivial effect of δ∆ r

xm  below 
30m/s on the straightness of the landing run. Lowering Vl 
over landing timespan as demonstrated in Figure 5 and 
small ∆ r.kx  enable offsetting δ∆ r

xm  using mechanical or 
aerodynamic approaches.

At speeds near Vl  ailerons still effective, therefore, 
they can be set at a trimming angle δal. If 

δal
õm  realizing 

∆ = 0N  is known, then from Eq. (4) δal is: 
δ

δ

∆
δ = δ

r

al
al r

x

x

m

m
. (8)

Analogically, using Eq. (5) one obtains:
δ δ

δ

δ − ∆ δ
δ =

al r

n

al r
n

ó ó

y

m m

m
. (9)

In general, airplane handbooks allow aileron imple-
mentation for directional control in takeoff and landing 
modes as they still effective if not leading to unpredicted 

Figure 5. Decrease of δ∆ r
xm for each δj.k during landing run 

Figure 6. Change of Rym as function of SR and SE deflection 
at δj.k 

Figure 3. Normal force increase on main landing  
gear right-side tires

Figure 4. Change of δ∆ r
xm as function of δj.k
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consequences. Moreover, transport aircraft are also al-
lowed to use rudder and aileron for landing stabilization 
during crosswinds (FAA, 2017, 2018). Note that the term 

δal
ym  in Eq. (9) also should count the effect of asymmet-

rical flow around ailerons due to Il-86 wing geometric 
twist, which approximately is –3° – (–4°) at low airspeeds 
(Bekhtir, 1991). When left aileron is deflected upwards, it 
creates more aerodynamic forces than the right one that is 
deflected downwards. Mechanical approach suggests turn-
ing front wheel with δn to recover straight-forward land-
ing run. Accordingly, on Table 1 trim angles δal and δn are 
listed. Note that trimming δn is small, while δal is effective 
only within a short segment of runway length, where Vl > 
30 m/s.

Table 1. Required trim angles δal and δn

δj δj.k = 15o δj.k = 30o δj.k = 45o

δal –4.9о –5.6о –6.6о

δn –1о –0.53о –0.73о

In scenarios where it is allowed, pilot may use differ-
ential braking to maintain directional control (FAA, 2018). 
This is implied by solving Eq. (5) with δ = 

al 0  resulting in 

∆

δ δ∆ = − δr n
nNy yF ym m m , whereas for trimming δ∆ r

ym  dif-
ferential braking is expressed as follows (Buchkarev et. al, 
1985): 

∆

∆ μ
= − w.s w

2NyF
N z

m
qA

. (10)

Both operational approaches overload pilots with ex-
tra physiological stress, especially for aircraft with high Vl. 
One of the key constraints on the landing process is that 
it should not require exceptional skills or excessive force 
from the pilot (FAA, 1997). Simultaneous or successive 
switching of lift-dampers, spoilers, flaps and slats along 
with braking and nose wheel steering and thrust reversers 
may distract and overload pilot threatening safety of land-
ing (FAA, 2018). Therefore, modern aircraft are equipped 
with automatic braking and AHLCS integrated with the 
automatic landing program. Further modification aimed 
to prevent extreme deviations of landing parameters can 
remove significantly the possible extra stress during man-
ual piloting. 

Operational approaches depend on dynamic bal-
ancing measurements. However, they are replaceable by 
built-in angle deflection limitations introduced at early 
design stages of the flight control system. Deflection an-
gles δr.u  may be structurally constrained for ensuring

δδ ≠ δ ⇒ ∆ =r
r.u r.l 0xm . Thus, for achieving ∆ = 0N  at 
δ = 

al 0  Eq. (4) suggests inherent trim angle ′δr.u  as: 
δ

δ
′δ = δ

r.l

r.u

r.lr.l
r.u r.l

r.u r.u

z

z

C y

C y
. (11)

Unlike operational approaches, setting SR at ′δr.u  re-
duces air-braking efficiency manifesting a disadvantage of 

this approach. In addition, complete elimination of the po-
tential extra physiological stress may remain unachieved 
since δ δ∆ ≠ ∆r r

x ym m  as ∆ ≠ ∆. .r k r kx y . Moreover, the re-
quired re-design of travel limits of the SR with respect to 
′δr.u  decreases its maximum angles and complicates modi-

fication process of the existing aircraft. Therefore, achiev-
ing ′δr.u  is safer and more feasible using programmed or 
manual differential deflection of SR sections to opposite 
unequal angles. Note that the problem of δ∆ r

xm  charac-
terizes only tail sections with an odd number of fins. As 
for the cargo airplane An-225 with two fins and two SR, 
deflection of both SR results in δ∆ =r 0xVSm , since δr.u  and 
δr.l  at each fin deflect oppositely.

On the other hand, from Eq. (6) one notices addi-
tional pitching moments around Oz caused by deflecting 
SR and SE. Symmetrical deflection of SR always creates 
some positive pitching moment δ >r 0zm , which increases 
by headwind:

r.u r.lr
r.u r.u r.u r.l r.l r.lz VS VSxVS xVSm C k n y C k n yδ δδ = δ + δ . (12)

In fact, effects of SE symmetrical deflection on the to-
tal pitching moment are complex. For sweptback HS, dif-
ference between distances to GC from local aerodynamic 
centers on deflected surfaces, i.e. e.tx  and e.ty  are a bit far-
ther than e.rx  and e.ry . This creates δ∆ e

zm , which increases 
as χSt  diverges. In result, there are two cases: δ∆ <e 0zm  or 

δ∆ >e 0zm  that depend on δe  and j. Additionally, aircraft 
motion in the proximity of the ground surface with land-
ing configuration is influenced by flow interference, name-
ly by the considerable vertical and horizontal flow drifting 
in the zone behind the wing-trailing edge and around HS 
as captured in Figure 7(A) and (B).

Total moment coefficient around Oz axis ( Rzm ) of 
Il-86 with full landing configuration and relevant aerody-
namic phenomena as flow drifting may produce < 0Rzm  
complicating touchdown on main wheels or > 0Rzm  
increasing the probability of a tailstrike at touchdown. 
Avoiding such consequences is achievable by deflecting 
SR and SE exclusively after touchdown simultaneous-
ly with thrust reversing. For Il-86 with center-of-gravity 
position 16–33% of MAC (Bekhtir, 1991) –0.038Tm∑ =  
during thrust reversal, δ >r 0zm  and > 0zHSm  all result in 

> 0Rzm  as seen in Figures 8–9. However, pitching mo-
ments generated by friction, normal, and drag forces from 
landing gear wheels and struts trim Rzm . In general, while 
taxing 80–85% of Wl is borne by main landing gear leaving 
20–15% for nose landing gear (Mkhitaryan et al., 2012). 
This distribution may vary depending on landing condi-
tions. For instance, when SE are symmetrically deflected 
according to δ = −δe.kt e.kr  δ∆ <e 0zm  is noticed. It mostly 
and unfavorably influences 

nzNm  and 
nzFm  as Fn mag-

nitude increase, which sometimes becomes worse during 
rough landings or tailwind.

Maintaining the desired longitudinal balancing, i.e. 
δ∆ =e 0zm , for aircraft with fixed stabilizer is achievable by 
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applying the same technique suggested in Eq. (11). Gener-
ally, δ∆ e

zm  is given as:

( )
( )

δ δ δ

δ δ

∆ = δ + −

δ +

e e.t e.t

e.r e.r
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(13)

Here, =e.t e.rn n  and >e.t e.rk k  because of flow 
interference (Figure 7). However, this relation be-
comes <e.t e.rk k  in the second deflection option of SE 
( δ = −δe. r e. tk k ). Here, δ∆ <â 0zm  is observed, thus nN  
and Fn increase. Derivation of ′δe.t  from Eq. (13) produces:
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y x
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Similarly, such a limited ′δe.t  reduces SE air-braking 
efficiency, which should be avoided.

For aircraft with adjustable-incidence tailplane an al-
ternative method consisting in deflecting HS to some jtr  
can be implemented. Such an approach trims the addi-
tional moments δ∆ e

zm , δ∆ al
zm , and δ∆ r

zm , while provid-
ing good margin of longitudinal stability to prevent nose-
wheel lift-off especially during relatively strong headwind. 
Using Eq. (6) Table 2 contains the required jtr  for Il-86:

Table 2. Trim angles for adjustable-incidence tailplane  
of Il-86 at Vl = 77.87 m/s

δj.k = 15° δj.k = 30° δj.k = 45°
jtr –1.5° –1.7° –2.1°

Consequently, this enables avoiding implementing 
′δe.t  and simplifies necessary modifications in the longitu-

dinal stability control system. Formula of jtr  can be writ-
ten in an expanded form as follows:

( )( )

( )

α α
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δ δ δ
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− − − + ∆ −
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− ∆ − − ∆ δ − ∆ δ − ∆ δ
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e al r
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 (15)

For tailless aircraft such as Concorde and Tu-144, as 
well as “flying wing” configuration such as B-2 flow drift-
ing is zero. For Tu-144 χ = 

st 0  leading to δ∆ =e 0zm .

Conclusions

With the aim of addressing remarks outlined in a previ-
ous numerical study concerning few landing run phase 
instabilities emerging after the deflection of tail part split 
control surfaces for shortening landing run of Il-86 air-
craft this work detailed a number of operational and me-
chanical approaches proposed to maintain aircraft balance 
during a straight-line landing run under standard weather 
and runway conditions. Mechanical approach is disadvan-
tageous and less competent because it requires re-design 

Figure 7. Flow streamlines and interference behind the wing-tailing edge at Vl = 77.87 m/s viewed from: A – upper view on Oxz 
plane showing horizontal flow drifting; B – side view on Oxy plane showing vertical flow drifting

Figure 8. Change of Rzm  as function of δj.k 

Figure 9. Change of zHSm  and δr
zm  as function of δj.k
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of control surfaces attachments to include structural 
limiters of deflection angles. In contrary, operational ap-
proaches comprise of less system architecture complex-
ity and suggest manual or automatic differential braking, 
nose wheel steering, aileron, and/or adjustable-incidence 
tailplane setting at specific trimming angles to offset the 
untrimmed small pitching, yawing, and rolling moments 
peaking directly after touchdown. The quick deceleration 
during the landing run causes rapid attenuation of these 
moments until reaching 30 m/s where they become insig-
nificant. Up-to-date automatic high-lift and braking sys-
tems incorporated in modern aircraft control programs 
provide the basis for successful modification of sectioned 
rudder and elevator control algorithms to qualify for safe 
and effective application as air-brakes without overloading 
pilot or requiring his exceptional skills.
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Appendix

Notations 
Variables and functions

Re – Reynold’s number;
α – angle of attack;
CDα – drag coefficient at given α;
CLα – lift coefficient at given α;
αd – wing design angle of attack;
Vl – landing airspeed;
Lα – lift at given α;
Dα – drag at given α;
Wl – landing weight of aircraft;
T1j – thrust from pair engines 1;
T2j – thrust from pair engines 2;
Fn – friction force from nose wheel;
Fr.k – friction force from “k” nose wheel;
Nn – normal force from nose wheel;
Nr.k – normal force from “k” rare wheel;
Lj.k – lift from slightly deflected at “j.k”;
Dj.k – drag from slightly deflected at “j.k”;
Zj.k – lateral force from slightly deflected at “j.k”;
Lal – lift slightly deflectable ailerons;
Dal – drag from slightly deflectable ailerons;
δr – deflection angle of SR sections;

δ∆ r
xm – partial derivative of rolling moment coefficient 

as function of δr;
δe – deflection angle of SE sections;

δ∆ e
xm – partial derivative of rolling moment coefficient 

as function of δe;

∑Tym – rolling moment coefficient from the vertical 
component of thrust by jet engines 1 and 2;
δal – angle of aileron deflection;

δal
xm  – rolling moment coefficient, when ailerons are 

deflected by δal;
ΔN – change of normal forces on the main landing 
gear right or left wheels due to rolling moment;

wz – distance between the main landing gear wheel 
tracks zw;
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wz – relative distance between the main landing gear 
wheel tracks;
d – wingspan;
q – flow dynamic pressure;
A – reference area of the wing;

∑ xTm – yawing moment coefficient from the horizontal 
component of thrust by engines 1 and 2;
δn – nose wheel rotation angle;

δn
ym – yawing moment coefficient of nose wheel;

δr – deflection angle of rudder;
δe – deflection angle of elevator;

δ∆ r
ym – partial derivative of yawing moment coefficient 

as function of δr;
δ∆ e
ym – partial derivative of yawing moment coefficient 

as function of δe;
δal
óm – yawing moment coefficient, when ailerons are de-

flected by δal;

∆NyFm – yawing moment coefficient due to ΔN;
mz – pitching moment coefficient of the steady-state 
trimmed flight;

∑Tm – pitching moment coefficient from thrust;

nzNm
 
– pitching moment coefficient from normal force 

created by nose wheels;

w.mzNm – pitching moment coefficient from normal 
force created by middle wheels;

w.szNm – pitching moment coefficient from normal 
force created by side (left and right) wheels;

nzFm – pitching moment coefficient from friction force 
created by nose wheels;

w.mzFm – pitching moment coefficient from friction 
force created by middle wheels;

w.szFm – pitching moment coefficient from friction 
force created by side (left and right) wheels;

δal
zm – pitching moment coefficients, when ailerons are 

deflected by δal;
j – incidence angle of HS;

j
zm – pitching moment coefficient influenced by inci-

dence angle of HS (j);
δr
zm – pitching moment coefficient, when δr > 0;
δ∆ e
zm – partial derivative of pitching moment  coeffi-

cient as a function of δe;
δr.u
zVSC – derivative term of VS lateral force at setting an-

gle δr.u ;
δr.l
zVSC – derivative term of VS lateral force at setting an-

gle δr.l ;

VSk – coefficient of the flow deceleration around VS;

VSq – dynamic pressure around VS;

r.kn – relative effectiveness coefficients of each “k” SR 
section;
μ – friction coefficient;

δr.u
xVSC – derivative term of VS drag at δr.u > 0;
δr.l
xVSC – derivative term of VS drag at δr.l > 0;

e.tx , e.rx – horizontal distance to local aerodynamic 
center of elevator tip “.t” or root “.r” sections; 

e.ty , e.ry – vertical distance to local aerodynamic cent-
er of elevator tip “.t” or root “.r” sections;
∆ r.kx  – difference between horizontal distances from 
GC to local aerodynamic center of rudder tip “.t” or 
root “.r” sections;
χSt – stabilizer sweepback angle;
δe.t
e.tLC – derivative term of SE lift coefficient at given δe.t ;
δe.r
e.rLC – derivative term of SE lift coefficient at given δe.r ;
δe.t
e.tDC – derivative term of SE drag coefficient at given δe.t ;

δe.r
e.rDC – derivative term of SE drag coefficient at given δe.r ;

0
HL
zm – pitching moment coefficient, when 
= δ = j =. 0La j kC ;

CGx – relative center-of-gravity position;

Fcx – zero-α pitching moment coefficient from engines;

α∆ grLC – incremental lift coefficient caused by ground 
effect;

2Fx – relative center of incremental lift caused by full 
deployment of high-lift devices, or so-called “second” 
focus;
∆ HL

LaC – incremental lift coefficient caused by full de-
ployment of high-lift devices;
jtr – deflection angle of adjustable-incidence tailplane;
jtr
zm – pitching moment coefficient at jtr .

Abbreviations

HS – horizontal stabilizer;
VS – vertical stabilizer;
CFD – computational fluid dynamics;
RANS – Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes;
SR – sections of rudder;
SE – sections of elevator;
GC – center of gravity;
AHLCS – automatic high-lift control system;
MAC – main aerodynamic chord.


